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ABSTRACT 
 
The connection degree is used in set pair analysis theory to build a new model of three-way decisions. The concept 
“Set pair situation” can help deal with the reliability of the new model. When the parameter “b” of connection 
degree function becomes 0, three-way decisions turns into binary decisions. The new model is an extension and new 
application of three-way decisions theory. Examples verify good effect. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Three-way decisions theory[1] is a new decision theory proposed by Y.Y.Yao and others basing on 
decision-theoretic rough sets[2], which can deal with uncertainty decision problems in case of lack of information. 
Three-way decisions theory use accept, rejection, and not to promise to express three types in decision-making, and 
is used in uncertain decision-making problem[3-9]. Set pair analysis theory links certain and uncertain information 
together with contact function, what is an effective way to deal with uncertain information. This paper discusses 
how to use the set pair analysis method [10] in the building of three-way decisions model and the application of it, 
which provides a new practical method of three-way decisions. 
 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THREE-WAY DECISIONS AND SET PAIR ANALYSIS 
Three-way decisions are the basic idea of evaluations function in the entity, the two thresholds are introduced and 
three needed domains are constructed. Set U is limited not empty entity set or decision schemes set, C  is limited 
conditions set. Conditions set may contain indicators, targets or restrains. Decision task is to make corresponding 
decision based on the given conditions of each entity Ux∈ . Conditions set C  gives the basis of the decision which 
give the result by constructing evaluation function. When information is uncertain or incomplete, we may not be 
able to determine whether the entity is to meet the conditions. In this time, evaluation function is a kind of entity 
estimate rather than a precise value to satisfy the conditions and due to the uncertainty of the estimate, using binary 
decision may be difficult.  
 
We bring in the three-way decisions when the evaluations function value is neither high nor low, in this condition 
whether to accept or reject appear unreasonable. The given thresholds are α  and β :  
(1)When the evaluations function value is greater than or equal to α , we choose to accept the entity;  
 
(2)When the evaluations function value is smaller than or equal to β , we choose to reject the entity;  
 
(3)When the evaluations function value is between α andβ , neither refused nor accepted but to choose not to 
promise.  
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In decision making, when lack of information or obtain letter requires a certain price, we can give three-way 
decisions of to accept, to rejection and no promise. Rough set is a typical three-way decision-making model. The 
positive domain, negative domain and boundaries in Rough Set model can be interpreted to accept, rejection and 
don't promise to the results of the three-way decisions.  

 
TABLE 1: Three-way decisions table 

 
Decision function f  Results of three-way decisions 

[ 0,α ] reject 

 [ ,α β ] Not promise 

[ ,1β ] accept 

 
Set pair is a connection of two set of pairs. The core idea of set pair analysis is to determine certainty and 
uncertainty as a system. Certainty and uncertainty in the system interconnected influence each other, mutual restrict, 
and under certain conditions mutual conversion. Connection degree is used to describe the relationship between 
certainty and uncertainty.  
 
Given two sets A  andB , and they set up a set pair, expressed as ),( BAH = . In a specific problem context (like 
W ), we analyses the characteristic of set pair, received N  features, of which: there are S  features are shared in 
the set pair of A and B; there are P  feature opposite in the set pair of A and B; on the rest of the PSNF −−=  
features, they are not contradictory and not shared by the set pair of A and B. We call the ratio: 
 

NS  is the degree of identity for two sets under problem W ; 
 

NF  is the degree of difference for two sets under problem W ; 
 

NP  is the degree of opposites for two sets under problem W ;  
 
With the formula: 
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THE MODEL OF SET PAIR ANALYSIS IN THREE-WAY DECISIONS 
Three-way decisions use positive domain, negative domain and boundaries to express the uncertainty 
decision-making results, and set pair analysis put forward the contact function to say the certain and uncertain in 
formations. The representation of uncertain problem for the two theories is different. Three-way decisions theory 
and set pair analysis’ contact embodied in: The degree of identity in set pair analysis is corresponding to the positive 
domain in three-way decisions; the degree of opposites in set pair analysis is corresponding to the negative domain 
in three-way decisions; the degree of difference in set pair analysis is corresponding to the boundary domain in 
three-way decisions. We define set pair analysis under the background of three-way decisions problem.  
 
Definition 1 According to the decision-making problem W , there suppose to be a set of evaluation factors 

like },{ φ≠∈∀= XXxxX , and the evaluation standard factors like },{ φ≠∈∀= YYyyY . Their cardinal number are 

respectively mX =1  and nY =1 , we call 
}&),{(),( YyXxyxYXYXH ∈∈∀=×=
 

are the decision set pair grounds by X  and Y . The cardinal number is mnNH == .  
 
Definition 2 Suppose there are relationship R and problem W , whether there is a relationship R between two 
sets X  and Y : 
 
If there is a relationship R  between two sets Xx∈  and Yy∈ , which evaluation factors accord with the 
requirement of evaluation standard, shown as xRy 
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},&),{(),( xRyYyXxyxYXHR ∈∈∀=
 

is the subset pair of identity degree for two sets X  and Y  under problem W . Suppose that SH R =  is cardinal 

number of RH , N

S

H

H R =
 is the degree of identity for two sets X  and Y under problem W , we stand it with a  

for short.  
 
If there isn’t a relationship R  between two sets Xx∈  and Yy∈ , which evaluation factors don’t accord with the 

requirement of evaluation standard, shown as yRx  

},&),{(),( yRxYyXxyxYXH R ∈∈∀=
 

is the subset pair of opposites degree for two sets X  and Y  under problem W . Suppose that PH
R

=  is 

cardinal number of RH , N

P

H

H
R =

 is the degree of identity for two sets X  and Y under problem W , we stand it 
with c for short.  
 
If there is not sure a relationship R between two sets Xx∈  and Yy∈ , which evaluation factors are not sure to 

accord with the requirement of evaluation standard, shown as yRx
o

. 
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is the subset pair of difference degree for two sets X  and Y  under problem W . Suppose that 
FH

R
=o  is 

cardinal number of o
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 is the degree of difference for two sets X  and Y under problem W , we stand 
it with b  for short.  
 
The following expression: 
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is degree of difference and counter connection set ),( YXH  under question W , and 

cjbiaYXu ++=),(   
for short. 
 
Among it, ]1,0[,, ∈cba , and 1=++ cba .  
Degree of difference and counter connection set ),( YXH  under question W is cjbiaYXu ++=),( . We use the 

connection function as the evaluation function. According to the minimum risk decision making principles, the 
definition of the three domains are:  

}},,max{{)( acbaUXuPOS =∈=  

}},,max{{)( ccbaUXuNEG =∈=  

}},,max{{)( bcbaUXuBND =∈=  

Decisions in positive domain are to accept the result, decisions in negative domain are to reject the result, decisions 
in boundary domain are not promised to corresponding results.  
 

When acba =},,max{ , which says that the decision result can be divided into positive domain. The factors who 
influence the reliability of correct dividing are two:(1)value ca/ . we can see that the nearer 1 the value ca/ , the 
lower reliability of the decision of correctness. (2)the compare of b c+ anda . a b c> + says that X andY in set 
pairH  have “strong same situation” in problem W and it means that the two collections mainly have "the same 
trend", the reliability of the decision of correctness in this time is high; while a b c< + is the circumstance of “weak 
same situation”, the effect of two collections have "the same trend" are weak, the reliability of the decision of 
correctness in this time correspondingly weakened. 
 
When ccba =},,max{ , which says that the decision result can be divided into negative domain. The factors who 
influence the reliability of correct dividing are two:(1) value ca/ . The nearer 1 the value ca/ , the lower reliability 
of the decision of correctness. (2) the compare of a b+ and c . c a b> + says that X andY in set pairH  have 
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“strong opposite situation” in problem W and it means that the two collections mainly have "the opposite trend", the 
reliability of the decision of correctness in this time is high; while c a b< + is the circumstance of “weak opposite 
situation”, the effect of two collections have "the opposite trend" are weak, the reliability of the decision of 
correctness in this time correspondingly weakened. 
 
when bcba =},,max{ , which says that the decision result can be divided into boundary domain. It’s reliability of 

correction just depend on b . The larger b , the higher reliability of the decision of correctness. 
 

In connect function cjbiaYXu ++=),( , b can continue to be "decomposed". The decomposition process are the i  
updating process and meanwhile the three-way decisions turn to branch decisions process. With more and more 
in-depth understanding of the problem of uncertainty, the value b is more and more certain. The b "decomposed" is 
like figure1.  
 

jcccibaaaaYXu nnnn )...()...(),( 1111121 −−−− +++++++++=  

 
With the decomposition, the uncertainty is getting smaller, and b are getting smaller too.  
 
When 1−nb  approaches 0, three-way decisions turn to branch decisions: 

}},max{{)( acaUXuPOS =∈=  

}},max{{)( ccaUXuNEG =∈=  

 

Fig. 1: b  decomposed process 

 
The realization of the set pair analysis in three-way decisions model requires three important steps: 
 
(1)According to the statistical analysis, connection degree of set pair analysis is determined; 
 
(2)According to the acceptance of the results and determine the decision threshold;  
 
(3)According to the decision rule to judge the results of the three-way decisions.  
 
Apply the results using C language programming, and the main process is as follows:  

 

 

 Begin 
 Input initial evaluation results 

IF(Wpq==1), a++; 
IF(Wpq==0), b++; 
IF（Wpq==-1), c++;   //Statistic the votes situation 
u=a+bi+cj;     //shown as connection function 

IF(max（a,b,c）=a) 
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 printf("Decisions in positive domain"); 
IF(max（a,b,c）=c) 
printf("Decisions in negative domain"); 
IF((max（a,b,c）=b) 
printf("Decisions in boundary domain ");//Output three-way decisions result 
End 
 
AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE 
An academic journal organizes experts to judge manuscripts are adopted, retreat or rejection. Qualified manuscript 
requires conditions like:high academic standards(S1), innovative(S2), practical(S3), literature references are 
complete(S4) and writing concise accurate(S5). For excellent overall evaluation manuscript they directly use it, for 
general overall evaluation manuscript they use it after retreating and for rejection overall evaluation manuscript they 
will not use it directly. Select three manuscripts to review them using our model. Evaluation factors of manuscripts 
accord with the requirement of evaluation standard will be marked with“√”, the opposite situation be marked 
with“×”,and mark“×”when without a clear tendency. Determine the results as follows 
 

TABLE 2: Results of the manuscript 1 
 

 （S1） （S2） （S3） （S4） （S5） 
expert1 √ - - × - 
expert2 √ - - × √ 
expert3 × √ - × - 

 
TABLE 3: Results of the manuscript 2 

 
 (S1) (S2) (S3) (S4) (S5) 

expert1 √ × √ √ √ 
expert2 － × √ √ － 
expert3 √ － √ √ √ 

 
TABLE 4: Results of the manuscript 3 

 
 (S1) (S2) (S3) (S4) (S5) 

expert1 × × √ × － 
expert2 － × √ × － 
expert3 × × － × × 

 
Manuscript 1 and evaluation standard’s connection degree of set pair analysis: 

jijiYXu 26.047.026.0
15
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4
,1 ++≈++=）（

 

 
Manuscript 2 and evaluation standard’s connection degree of set pair analysis:  

jijiYXu 13.02.067.0
15

2

15

3

15

10
,2 ++≈++=）（

 
 

Manuscript 3 and evaluation standard’s connection degree of set pair analysis: 

jijiYXu 6.026.013.0
15

9

15

4

15

2
,3 ++≈++=）（

 
 

Contact function as the evaluation function, basing on the results of set pair analysis in three-way decisions, we get 
the three domains of three-way decisions(three manuscripts are present like 

1X ,
2X ,

3X :  

}{}},,max{{)( 2XacbaUXuPOS ==∈=  

}{}},,max{{)( 3XccbaUXuNEG ==∈=  

}{}},,max{{)( 1XbcbaUXuBND ==∈=  

 
We get the decision scheme that manuscript 1 should be used after retreat, manuscript 2 should be used directly and 
manuscript 3 directly rejected. Further more, there are a b c> + in manuscript 2, so the manuscript 2 and evaluation 
criteria set have “strong same situation”, that is to say the paper have obvious advantage; there are c a b> + in 
manuscript 3, so the manuscript 3 and evaluation criteria set have “strong opposite situation”, that is to say the 
rejection goal is also clear.  
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CONCLUSION 
 

Set pair analysis theory and three-way decisions theory fusion, basing on which the core of the three-way decisions 
theory can be expressed according to set pair analysis method. Model in this paper provides a practical and effective 
new method for the application of three-way decisions.  
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